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Tunable three-dimensional graphene assembly
architectures through controlled diffusion of aqueous
solution from a micro-droplet

Jin Gook Bae1, Minsu Park1, Do Hyun Kim1, Eun Yeol Lee2, Woo-Sik Kim2 and Tae Seok Seo1,2

The two-dimensional (2D) graphene sheets show superior electrical, thermal and mechanical properties. The three-dimensional

(3D) graphene assemblies have also recently garnered great attention because of their high surface area, free-standing

configuration and facile fabrication of graphene composites with nanomaterials in practical applications. Herein, we demonstrate

the synthesis of a variety of 3D graphene assemblies including spheres, twiddles and hemispheres using micro-droplet reactors.

Such 3D reduced graphene oxide (rGO) structures can be manipulated by controlling the aggregation pattern of the GO sheet

inside the micro-droplets. The aggregation pattern depends on the diffusion rate of the aqueous solution in the droplet. The

pattern was simply tuned by the amount of oil phase in the droplet during evaporation. In addition, micro-porous structures were

manufactured by incorporating silica beads in the rGO microparticles, followed by a wet etching process. The local plasmonic

properties of the 3D porous hemispherical rGO were investigated by electron energy-loss spectroscopy mapping.
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INTRODUCTION

The superlative properties of graphene such as exceptional carrier
mobility, thermal conductivity and mechanical strength have been
demonstrated in a variety of research fields.1–3 Despite the great
potential of graphene as a substitution for state-of-the-art materials,
the difficulty of the fabrication processes for graphene, the lack of
reliable techniques for integrating graphene into devices and their
tendency of aggregation among graphene sheets remain challenges to
overcome.4–8 Contrary to the two-dimensional (2D) graphene sheet,
the assembly of the 2D graphene in a controllable way results in
unique three-dimensional (3D) graphene materials. The 3D graphene
structures show several advantages, such as aggregation resistance,
high surface area, easy handling due to free-standing configuration and
facile composition of graphene with nanomaterials, while the excellent
electronic and mechanical properties were retained.7,9–12

The most popular method to change 2D graphene to a 3D graphene
assembly is to use graphene oxide (GO) as an intermediate that can be
produced on a large scale and retains high dispersibility in water owing
to the oxygenous functional groups. Once the 3D GO structure was
fabricated, the chemical or thermal reduction reaction could return
the GO into rGO (reduced graphene oxide) whose atomic structure is
similar to graphene with some defects.9–11,13–16 In this context, the
fabrication of GO films and crumpled rGO microparticles has been
reported. In the case of the GO films, gas bubbles or versatile organic
solvents transferred the GO in a bulk solution to the liquid–air
interface for assembly.17–21 Although the synthesis of a large-scale GO

film was possible, the control of the film thickness and mechanical
strength was not satisfactory. An aerosol system was employed
for generating nano-sized droplet reactors that contained the GO
solution and after thermal treatment, crumpled rGO particles were
produced.9,11,22 Despite the advantage of the continuous production
process, the size distribution of the resultant rGO was poor and the
rGO shape was limited to spheres. Therefore, a novel synthetic GO
assembly system would be required to produce versatile 3D rGO with
control of the morphology and size.
To this end, we developed a microfluidic droplet system combined

with a controllable diffusion setup to fabricate spherical, twiddle and
hollow hemispherical rGO microparticles. The microfluidic droplet
system provides uniform droplets as a reactor, and the contents such as
the GO concentration and pH value can be easily adjusted to tune the
size and thickness of the 3D rGO.10,23–25 In addition, we hypothesized
that the GO assembly inside the droplets can be manipulated by the
diffusion rate of the aqueous solution of droplets producing unique 3D
rGO structures. Furthermore, the silica bead incorporation into the
3D rGO enables us to synthesize porous rGO materials that reveal local
surface and bulk plasmonic properties of graphene.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chip fabrication and operation
The microfluidic droplet chip was fabricated to produce water-in-oil droplets
by conventional soft lithography with a channel depth and width of 100 and
75 μm, respectively. The polydimethylsiloxane chip, which was designed with
one inlet for injecting a continuous oil phase, two inlets for introducing an
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aqueous solution, a serpentine passive mixing microchannel and an outlet, was

bonded with a glass wafer after ozone treatment (Figure 1a). Symmetrical

injection channels and precise flow control ensured identical composition

inside the resultant droplets.
The droplet chip was operated by a syringe pump with a flow rate of

20 μl min− 1 for a continuous phase (hexadecane with 2 wt% span 80

(Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA)) and 2 μl min− 1 for a dispersed phase

that consisted of an aqueous GO solution, pH controlled deionized water and a

silica-bead solution. The diameter of the nano-sized GO was 90± 15 nm

(Graphene Supermarket, Calverton, New York, USA), and the diameters of

the silica beads were 1.0, 0.5 and 0.15 μm (Sigma-Aldrich). In one dispersed-

phase inlet, the aqueous GO was introduced at varying concentrations, and in

the other inlet, pH controlled water with or without a silica-bead solution was

injected. Micro-droplets (diameter 76 μm) were formed at the flow-focusing

zone and were collected on the square silicon wafer (1.5 cm×1.5 cm) that was
previously coated by hexamethyldisilazane for 20 min (Figure 1b). The collected
droplets settled down compactly on the wafer because the density of the droplets
(ρwater= 1.00 g cm− 3) was higher than that of the oil (ρhexadecane= 0.77 g cm− 3).
The hydrophobic coating by hexamethyldisilazane enabled the droplets to be
detached from the wafer surface. By measuring the collection time, a certain
amount of droplets and oil could be gathered on the silicon wafer.

Thermal annealing process for GO assembly and treatment of the
resultant 3D rGO particulates
The silicon wafers that collected droplets with a background of an oil phase
were loaded into a tube furnace (Figure 1b). The furnace was heated up to
900 °C with a ramp rate of 3.75 °C min− 1, and maintained at 900 °C for 2 h
under argon gas with 10% hydrogen gas (100 cc min− 1). During the thermal

Figure 1 The process for fabricating diverse three-dimensional (3D) reduced graphene oxide (rGO) structures using a microfluidic droplet chip. (a, 1) The
microfluidic droplet chip. (a, 2–4) Enlarged images of the merging point of the two aqueous solution inlets, the flow-focusing zone and the generated
droplets. (b) Schematic illustration of the thermal treatment of the collected droplets on the hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS)-coated silicon wafer in the tube
furnace. (c) A variety of morphologies of rGOs and their derivatives. (c, I) Spherical, twiddle and hollow hemispherical shape. (c, II) Spherical and hollow
hemispherical rGO decorated with SiO2 beads. (c, III) Porous spherical and hollow hemispherical structure by etching silica beads in the rGO-SiO2
composites. Scale bar (a, 1): 5 mm and (a, 2–4): 0.1 mm.
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annealing process, the aqueous solution in the droplets was evaporated.
Simultaneously, GOs were reduced to rGO. After evaporation, the 3D rGO
microparticulates were detached from the wafer by ultrasonication in water for
20 min. The GO assembly behavior could be manipulated by controlling the
diffusion rate of the aqueous solution in the furnace, so that various 3D
graphene particulates such as spheres, twiddles and hollow hemispheres could
be formed (Figure 1c, I). In addition, the composites decorated with silica beads
(Figure 1c, II) and the corresponding porous 3D rGO could be produced
(Figure 1c, III). To generate pores in the 3D rGO, the collected rGO-SiO2

composite was wet-etched by mixing in a 5% hydrofluoric acid solution for
∼ 15 min. The composite microparticles were washed with deionized water at
least three times with centrifugation to obtain the porous rGO structure.

Images of the rGO microparticles
The morphology of the microparticles was investigated by scanning electron
microscopy, and the internal structure and the cross-section images were

obtained by cutting the microparticulates by using a focused ion beam (Helios
Nanolab 450 F1, FEI company, Hillsboro, OR, USA) followed by scanning
electron microscopy imaging.

Scanning transmission electron microscopy–electron energy loss
spectroscopy (STEM-EELS) imaging experiments
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high-angle annular dark-field–
STEM analysis was performed using a FEI Titan cubed G2 60–300 microscope
operating at 80 kV. The microscope was equipped with a monochromator and
a Gatan Quantum 965 EEL spectrometer (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA, USA). The
spatial and energy resolution of the microscope in a monochromated STEM
mode was 0.3 and 0.2 eV. An aperture size of 50 μm and a camera length of
30 mm were used during EELS acquisition. This condition was equivalent to a
convergence semiangle of 15.3 mrad and a collection semiangle of 26.06 mrad.
The EELS mapping was acquired with a spatial step of 0.5 nm over 2D regions
(94× 94 pixels). The intensity of the EELS maps was coded in a color scale.

Figure 2 Diffusion-driven assembly of graphene oxides (GOs) in droplets. (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the spherical reduced graphene
oxide (rGO) structure assembled under an oil layer thickness of 0.13 mm. (b) SEM image of the twiddle rGO structure assembled under an oil layer thickness
of 0.27 mm. (c) SEM image of the hollow hemispherical rGO structure assembled under an oil layer thickness of 0.5 mm. (d–f) Enlarged SEM images of a–c.
(g–i) Schematic illustration of the assembly mechanism of GOs in droplets during the thermal diffusion process under the oil layer thicknesses of 0.13, 0.27
and 0.4 mm. Blue arrows indicate the magnitude of the evaporation rate of water in the droplet to air. Insets of the enlarged red dotted box illustrate the
circumstance of the droplet in details. Blue arrows of inlets indicate the magnitude of diffusion rate of water through the droplet interface. Dark arrows inside
the droplet indicate the transfer of GOs from the center to the interface, and the circular red arrows show the magnitude of internal flux in the droplets.
Scale bar (a–c): 20 μm and (d–f): 5 μm.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our strategy for controlling the GO assembly in the droplet relies on
tuning the diffusion rate of the aqueous solution by managing the oil
quantity in the silicon wafer during the evaporation step. Figures 2a–c
show the 3D rGO assembly as a function of oil quantity and the
corresponding enlarged images are displayed in Figures 2d–f. In the
process of the thermal treatment, water in the droplets diffused
through the oil layer and then evaporated into the air.26 When water
diffused upward through the water–oil interface, the GOs moved to
the interface and tended to be accumulated. Note that the diffusion

rate and accordingly the assembly behavior were significantly influ-
enced by the thickness of the oil layer, although the solubility of water
in hexadecane is minimal (5.4× 10− 3 g per 100 g hexadecane). From
Figure 2a–c, the oil layer became thicker as shown in the yellow color
in Figures 2g–i. Thus, the diffusion rate of an aqueous solution of
droplets was slow, as the blue arrow indicates.26,27 Under 0.13-mm-
thick oil layer, the water diffused into the oil phase relatively quickly
with huge internal flux in the droplets (Figure 2g, inset).28 Such a
vigorous internal flux rendered the GOs well dispersed inside the
droplets, whereas the droplets were simultaneously shrunk by the

Figure 3 Tuning the size and thickness of the hollow hemispherical reduced graphene oxide (rGO) microparticles. (a–d) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images of the hollow hemispherical rGO microparticles with the GO concentration of 0.5, 1, 2 and 4 mg ml−1, respectively. (e–h) SEM images of the rGO
particles assembled in an oil layer of 0.4 mm in which the pH of the droplets was controlled at 1, 4, 7 and 10. Scale bar (a–h): 5 μm.

Figure 4 Spherical rGO-SiO2 composites with controlled internal bead distribution. (a–c) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the rGO-SiO2
composites with the use of the silica beads of 1.0, 0.5 and 0.15 μm diameter. (d–f) Cross-sectional SEM images of (a–c) by using a focused ion beam (FIB)
instrument. (g) Schematic illustration of the assembly mechanism of the spherical rGO-SiO2 depending on the bead size. Scale bar (a–f): 5 μm.
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loss of water. During this process, Laplace pressure, which compresses
the droplets along the axis perpendicular to the droplet interface, was
applied on the droplets. The GOs were gathered and assembled in the
center of the droplets, forming a spherical structure (Figures 2d
and g). With a 0.27-mm-thick oil layer, the diffusion rate decreased to
induce a moderate internal flux that led to the accumulation of GOs at
the top of the water–oil interface (Figure 2b). As the bottom of the
droplets was blocked by the silicon wafer, the water of the droplets
mainly diffused through the top side of the droplet, thereby making
the GOs aggregate on the top portion of the droplets to form a curved
GO film (Figure 2h, inset).28,29 At a certain point, the GO films
collapsed and compressed because of Laplace pressure, resulting in the
twiddle morphology (Figures 2b and e). When a relatively large
amount of oil was used (a 0.4-mm-thick oil layer), the water diffusion
was much slower and a weak internal flux was induced (Figure 2i,
inset). Thus, the GO sheets would be dominantly accumulated at the
top interface and produced a thick GO film that was enough to endure

the Laplace pressure, forming hollow hemispherical structures
(Figures 2c and f). However, when the oil layer increased to
0.53 mm, the diffusion rate was so slow that the droplets burst before
the GOs were assembled, leaving no GO particles on the substrate.
These results imply that the oil layer thickness could simply but
significantly control the diffusion rate of the aqueous solution of the
droplets, so that the GO assembling in the droplets could be
manipulated to produce diverse morphologies of 3D rGO. In
particular, the anisotropic diffusion of GO drastically changed the
structure of rGO from sphere to twiddle sphere to hollow hemisphere.
The hydrophobic surface treatment on the silicon wafer allowed the
droplets to be lifted from the surface, so that the 3D graphene
structure could be recovered intact.
Among the produced 3D rGO, we were particularly interested in

the hollow hemisphere because of its distinct shape. First of all, we
controlled the size as well as the thickness of the shell. For the size
control, the concentration of the GO in the droplets was adjusted at

Figure 5 Hollow hemispherical rGO-SiO2 composites with the controlled internal bead distribution. (a) Schematic illustration of the assembly mechanism of
the hollow hemispherical rGO-SiO2. (b–d) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the hollow hemispherical rGO-SiO2 with variation of the bead size
(1.0 μm for (b), 0.5 μm for (c) and 0.15 μm for (d), respectively) and concentration (2, 1 and 0.5 g l−1). On the table label, 1 and 2 represent the
concentration of silica beads and the view aspects (inside, outside, cross-section), respectively. Scale bar (b–d): 5 μm.
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0.5, 1, 2 and 4 mg ml− 1. Whereas the hollow hemispherical structure
was retained, the diameter and shell thickness of the hemisphere
gradually increased in proportion to the GO concentration
(Figures 3a–d). However, the low concentration at 0.1 mg ml− 1

produced a squashed lump (Supplementary Figure S1a). It seems that
such a low concentration of GO initially generated a thin film that was
then completely compressed by Laplace pressure. Thus, at least a
sufficient amount of GO is necessary to endure the Laplace pressure to
maintain the hollow hemispherical shape. On the other hand, if a high
concentration of 6 mg ml− 1 was used, the GO-filled hemisphere was
synthesized (Supplementary Figure S1b). In that case, the GOs would
be continuously accumulated inside the top film during the water
diffusion. These results suggest that an optimal range of the GO
concentration was required to produce the hollow hemispherical rGO.
In addition to the size control, we could also tune the shell

thickness. As the GO was abundant in the negative oxygenous
functional groups, we adjusted the pH of the droplets to manipulate
the degree of GO aggregation. At low pH, the GOs tend to be
aggregated, whereas they are well dispersed at high pH.30 It was
reported that the GO sheets were dominantly arranged with an edge-
to-edge connection at low pH, whereas the face-to-face overlap was
preferred at high pH.19,20,31 Considering such a pH-dependent GO
assembly behavior, we controlled the pH in the droplets to tune the
thickness of the hollow hemispherical structure (Figures 3e–h). Acidic
conditions (pH 1) led to strong attraction among the GO sheets with
wrinkled edges, resulting in a lump with rough surface. However, as
the pH value increased from 4 to 10, the repulsion between the GO
sheets became significant and assembled in a layer-by-layer manner, so
the shell thickness was gradually thinner. The thickness of the hollow
hemisphere was reduced to 2.63± 0.09, 2.0± 0.10 and 1.39± 0.04 μm
at pH 4, 7 and 10, respectively. These results imply that we could
adjust the size and the thickness of the hollow hemisphere by
controlling the GO concentration and pH inside the micro-droplet.
We further investigated the fabrication of the 3D rGO nanocom-

posites with silica beads. For this purpose, we utilized the convective
microscale flow inside the droplets to embed silica beads in the rGO
architecture. Under the synthetic conditions for spherical shapes, silica

beads with different sizes (diameter of 1.0, 0.5 and 0.15 μm with
concentration of 1 g l− 1) were added, producing a distinct internal
distribution of the silica beads in the GO matrix depending on the size
of the silica beads (Figures 4a–f). The use of the 1.0 μm silica beads
resulted in the Janus structure of rGO with silica beads (Figures 4a
and d). In the case of 0.5 μm silica beads, the bead density became less
from right to left in the rGO sphere (Figures 4b and e), whereas the
0.15 μm silica beads were uniformly distributed inside the rGO sphere
(Figures 4c and f). It seems that the flux inside the micro-droplets,
which sufficiently induced the GO assembly to the sphere structure,
was not enough to transport microscale silica beads such as the
nanosized GOs. Such a size-dependent distribution of the silica beads
in the droplets can be explained by a modified sedimentation
equilibrium that describes vertical density gradient of a Brownian
particle32 (Supplementary Information S2),

n ¼ n0exp
�4pr3g r� r0ð Þh
3kT þ 18Zu=r

where n0 and n are the density of particles at height h= 0 and h, r is
the radius of particles, g is gravitational acceleration and ρ and ρ0 are
the density of the beads and the fluid. k and T are the Boltzmann
constant and temperature, η and υ are viscosity and flow velocity,
respectively. The ratio of n0/n is proportional to the radius of the
particle. Thus, if the size of the silica beads was larger, the number of
the beads at the bottom of the droplets would increase. In the opposite
case, the smaller beads would be equally distributed along the height in
the droplets. Figure 4g displays the schematics of the silica bead
distribution depending on size. In the case of 1.0 μm silica beads, the
gravitational force would be greater than the dispersive force that is the
combination of the internal flux force with the buoyance force, and
hence the silica beads sunk. In the case of 0.5 μm silica beads, the
dispersive force is more dominant owing to the reduced weight of
beads, forming a density gradient in the internal structure. When
0.15 μm sized beads are used, a relatively large dispersive force is
exerted, distributing the beads uniformly inside the rGO microparti-
cles. The results clearly show that the distribution of the silica beads in
the rGO sphere could be controlled by their size, whereas the nano-

Figure 6 Porous reduced graphene oxide (rGO) microstructures produced by etching silica beads. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of (a) the
inner curvature and (b) the cross-section of the porous hollow hemispherical rGO. SEM images of (c) the surface and (d) the cross-section of the porous
spherical rGO. (e–h) Enlarged SEM images of (a–d). Scale bar (a–d): 5 μm and (e–h): 1 μm.
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sized GO sheets were aggregated as microparticles because of the high
internal flux as described in Figure 2g.
Such a tendency was also found in the hollow hemispherical

structure. As shown in the schematics of Figure 5a, the silica beads
of 1.0 μm would settle down at the bottom of the droplets and are
much more slowly transported upward than the GO sheets, and hence
the beads would be embedded inside the concaved rGO. The scanning
electron microscopy images of Figure 5b confirm that the beads were
located only inside the shell. As the bead concentration increased from
0.5 to 2 g l− 1, the silica beads in the concave surface were more
densely packed. The use of the 0.5 μm silica beads would result in a
bead gradient in the rGO shell because of the convective internal flux
that carried some of the beads upward (Figure 5a, the middle panel).
We could observe more beads inside the shell than those outside the
shell, and the cross-sectional image displayed more densely packed
beads in the inner part of the shell, whereas the convex side was
mainly covered by rGO (Figure 5c). Finally, in case of the 0.15 μm
silica beads, the movement of the GO and the bead toward the top of
the droplets is comparable, and hence the beads would be uniformly
distributed in the hollow hemispherical rGO (Figure 5a, the bottom
panel). Figure 5d clearly shows the uniform distribution of the
0.15 μm beads within the hollow hemispherical rGO shell.
The variation of bead concentration rarely influenced the bead
distribution, but the curvature of the hollow hemispherical rGO was
reduced as the bead concentration increased.
As-synthesized rGO-SiO2 composites can be further modified by

dissolving silica beads in hydrofluoric acid, producing porous
structure. As the bead size and distribution can be controlled as
described above, the complicated 3D rGO with tunable pore sizes and
spatial distributions could be achieved. As a model, spherical and
hollow hemispherical rGO-SiO2 composites, which were synthesized
with 0.15 μm diameter silica beads and 2.6 g l− 1 concentration, were
chosen and the wet etching process was performed to remove the
beads. Figures 6a–h show the scanning electron microscopy images of
the porous spherical and porous hollow hemispherical rGO structures.
As we utilized a high concentration of the silica beads, we could
observe the pores throughout the 3D rGO. Such a porous graphene
material has significant potential to be used in the fields of energy
storage, catalysis, CO2 capture, adsorption and separation.5,13,33,34

Recent reports presented the unique surface plasmonic properties of
graphene, and graphene is regarded as the ideal material for the next-
generation photonic device.35 Because the plasmonic phenomenon of
graphene depends on the thickness as well as the shape, we are
particularly interested in the optical plasmonic properties of the 3D
porous hollow hemispherical graphene structure and investigated its
plasmonic effect spatially and spectrally by using a monochromated
EELS in an aberration-corrected STEM. Experimental details are
described in the Supplementary Information S3. We targeted the
vacant shell for the EELS mapping (Figures 7b–e), and the EELS
spectrum shows a π plasmon peak at 5.4 eV and a π+σ plasmon peak
at 24 eV that were similar to those of multilayer graphene (45 layers)
because of the stacked rGOs (Figure 7a)36,37. Theoretical calculation
for graphene plasmon and its correlation with the sample thickness
have revealed that π plasmon at 4.5 eV and π+σ plasmon at 15 eV are
characteristic of the surface plasmon, whereas π+σ plasmon at 25 eV is
indicative of the bulk plasmon.36–38

Herein, we utilized the EELS mapping with an energy loss response at
5.4, 15 and 24 eV to comprehensively understand the plasmonic
properties of the vacant graphene ball (Supplementary Figure S2b, red
box). The targeted 3D graphene structure allowed us to obtain the EELS
imaging on both the thin thickness at the center (the inner part of

Figure 7b) and the thick thickness at the edge (the close boundary of the
yellow line in Figure 7b) (see the schematics in Supplementary Figures
S2c and d). We also noted the yellow boundary line between the surface
and the vacuum to investigate the distance of the aloof excitation that
suggests the existence of surface plasmons.39–41 The EELS imaging using
the signal at 5.4 eV shows a high plasmonic intensity at the center, a low
intensity at the edge and a long aloof plasmon excitation, confirming
that 5.4 eV is a surface plasmon (Figure 7c). At 24 eV of π+σ plasmon, a
high plasmonic intensity on the edge was displayed with a short aloof
excitation, suggesting that 24 eV is a bulk plasmon (Figure 7d). Although
the π+σ plasmon peak at 15 eV was not clear because of the overlap of
the broad 24 eV peak in Figure 7a, we produced the EELS image of the
low-loss response at 15 eV to check the intensity distribution near the
surface (Figure 7e). In this case, a high intensity of plasmon was detected
at the edge part (bulk plasmon) and, interestingly, a relatively long aloof
excitation distinctly coexisted, meaning the presence of the surface

Figure 7 Optical plasmon mapping of the porous reduced graphene oxide
(rGO) structures with scanning transmission electron microscopy–electron
energy loss spectroscopy (STEM–EELS). (a) An EELS spectrum acquired by
focusing on the vacant graphene ball (the red box of Supplementary
Figure S2b). Red, yellow and blue bands indicate an energy loss range of
4.9–5.9, 14.5–15.5 and 23.5–24.5 eV, respectively. (b) A high-angle
annular dark-field (HAADF) image of the vacant pore at the edge area of the
porous hollow hemispherical rGO (an enlarged HAADF image of the red box
of Supplementary Figure S2b). (c) A plasmon map of 4.9–5.9 eV. (d) A
plasmon map of 23.5–24.5 eV. (e) A plasmon map of 14.5–15.5 eV.
Scale bar (b–e): 10 nm.
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plasmon characteristic. Comparison of the distance and intensity of the
aloof excitation is described in the Supplementary Information S4.
In conclusion, we demonstrated a variety of the 3D rGO archi-

tectures by controlling the diffusion rate of the aqueous solution in the
micro-droplet reactors. The GO assembly pattern was determined by
manipulating the degree of the internal flux in the droplets, so the
sphere, twiddle and hollow hemisphere rGO could be obtained. In
particular, the size and the thickness of the hollow hemisphere rGO
were tuned by the concentration of the GO and the pH in the
droplets. In addition, their composites with the silica beads could be
prepared with controllable internal distribution, and through the wet
etching process, the porous 3D rGO was fabricated. Noticeably, the
porous hemispherical rGO structure shows the local surface
plasmon as well as the bulk plasmon that can be useful in the
fields of surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy, photocatalysis,
photothermal converter and energy storage.
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